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Based on April 17, 2018 Airbus commercial imagery, on-going construction near the secondary
cooling system of the 5 megawatt-electric (MWe) reactor raises questions whether the reactor
has shut down or is using an unknown, alternative route for the outflowing water. For example,
it could be discharging water into the river through a newly installed pipe that is no longer
visible in commercial satellite imagery. Monitoring of activities at the Radiochemical Laboratory
remains critical. Following Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) director Michael Pompeo’s
reported visit to North Korea a little over two weeks ago,1 it would be highly provocative if
discharged irradiated fuel from the 5 MWe reactor were reprocessed at the Radiochemical
Laboratory, leading to the separation of plutonium for nuclear weapons. The adjacent
Experimental Light Water Reactor (ELWR) is also capable of producing plutonium. The Institute
reported earlier this month that the reactor was starting operation or was undergoing preoperational testing.2 Whether it is operational now could not be determined from the April 17,
2018 commercial imagery.
5 MWe reactor: operational status and secondary cooling system
Based on assessing April 17, 2018 Airbus imagery, the water discharge portion of the 5 MWe
reactor’s secondary cooling system seems to be undergoing continued construction (see figure
1). A building-like structure has been constructed in the sand. No obvious signs of current
water outflow are visible, but light water outflow may have caused some minor erosion in the
estimated area of the end of the discharge pipe. This was already visible at the end of March
2018 (see figures 2 and 3). The building structure is rectangular and nondescript, but it could
possibly become a pump house similar to the pump house for the ELWR further downstream.
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It is unclear if the reactor is operating from the visible evidence. The current lack of visible
water outflow may indicate that the 5 MWe reactor is operating at low power, is shut down, or
is using an alternative route to discharge water from its secondary cooling system into the river.
For example, it could be operating at high power and discharging water into the river through a
newly installed pipe that is no longer visible in commercial satellite imagery.
In recent months, there has been no indication of reprocessing visible at the Radiochemical
Laboratory. Only small visible changes can be noted in the most recent Airbus image from April
17, 2018. A truck is seen nearby the spent fuel reception building, and a previously-seen
unidentified object remains nearby. However, the coal-fired thermal plant that produces steam
for the reprocessing plant shows no significant signs of activity (see figures 4 and 5).
Status of the Experimental Light Water Reactor
As reported in February 2018, the ELWR appeared to be nearing operation or was undergoing
pre-operational testing, after a several-year delay.3 Some reports indicated recent testing of
the secondary cooling system.4 Since then, further preliminary testing activity was reported. In
mid-March, IHS Jane’s reported potential emissions from the tall stack of the reactor, which
could indicate testing of internal reactor components.5
The Institute reported in early April that the ELWR showed possible visible signs of operation or
pre-operational testing.6 It cannot be discerned from the April 17, 2018 Airbus image whether
the reactor is operational (see figure 1). The image does show that the cleared area in the river
by the pump house appears filled with water. Moreover, it appears shallower than its
surrounding water, indicated by the discoloration. It is unclear whether the pump house is for
water intake or discharge. Additionally, new construction material is visible outside the reactor.
Fuel Fabrication Complex
More than likely, the gas centrifuge plant continues to operate. The operational status of the
Isotope Production Facility is unclear. However, visible are what appear to be newly opened,
possible waste water ponds, some of which were covered in a March 30, 2018 image (see figure
6). The content of the uncovered ponds appears reddish in color.
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Figure 1. The construction by the secondary cooling discharge pipe of the 5 MWe reactor is ongoing. A building-like structure, possibly a pump house, is visible in recent Airbus imagery.

Figure 2. A March 30, 2018 Airbus image shows the beginning of the construction by the
discharge pipe.
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Figure 3. A small channel to the river is visible, possibly from erosion, which may have been
caused by light water outflow. Another visible connection to the river is likely man-made.

Figure 4. The Radiochemical Laboratory shows no major visible signs of activity.
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Figure 5. The coal-fired steam generation plant shows no visible signs of operation. Operation
would indicate the operation of the nearby Radiochemical Laboratory.

Figure 6. No major signs of activity at the Fuel Fabrication Complex are visible. A small drilling
project, and newly opened possible waste water ponds by the Isotope Production Facility, are
visible.
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